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A Holiday Gift that will last forever!
Hi and welcome.  I can’t believe it is almost Christmas already.  If you’re still looking
for that special gift -  maybe for a family member, an old friend, a valued client - or
maybe something for the holiday bach that the whole family will enjoy - you could
check out a backgammon set, a chess board, a whiskey glass case or one of the
precious art pieces in our gallery - all made from enduring NZ Kauri.

Visit our website at kaurivault.com or come and explore our gallery in Opua,
Unit D1, Paihia Rd Opua 0282, Bay of Islands.
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New Zealand Kauri... each unique and ancient
grain tells its own story

As an artist, I’m both inspired and at the same time humbled by the
unique nature of my medium. New Zealand’s ancient Kauri holds secrets
to its past in the very grain of the timber, something we can only explore
once the surface is worked and polished. 

Kauri is often punctuated with bizarre and rhythmic patterns that are
visually as alluring as their names... fiddleback, whitebait, flame - each
expressing its own unique  wave patterns and texture set in the flat
surface of the timber.

Every piece of Kauri that I shape and polish is uniquely different from the
last - making no one design or piece of furniture the same as another. As
a timber artisan who specialises in working with this pure and natural
material - who could ask for more? The beauty is as rich, alluring and
mysterious as the pressures and forces of nature that created them over
the centuries as the timber lay buried in the ground.
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We still have some great gifts available and many of the pieces come
from timber over forty thousand years old. Whether you’re looking for a
small bowl, a lamp, a coffee table or perhaps something a little bigger -
why not come and check out our gallery shop and experience the magic
of our ancient Kauri. 

Gallery: Unit D1, 947 Paihia Road, Opua 0282, Bay of Islands, NZ.
or give me a call on +64 272 126267

Merry Christmas to you all! 

Karin and Patti
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New Zealand FernMark licensed brand
Kauri Vault Limited is a New Zealand FernMark licensed brand. FernMark represents a
mark of trust to consumers around the globe. Scan QR code to find more information
or click on the FernMark logo.
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